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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This chapter presents the conclusion and suggestions dealing with the 

findings of the analysis. It presents the summary of the findings that are discussed 

in the previous chapter and the suggestion for the readers. 

A. Conclusion 

After exploring and analyzing the discourse markers used by JK Rowling, 

Oprah Winfrey and Steve Job’s in their speeches, conclusion are drawn as the 

following: 

1. There are several functions of discourse markers that can be found from J.K 

Rowling, Oprah Winfrey and Steve Jobs’ speeches. And, based on its function 

discourse markers classified into six category :  

a. marker of information management ; indicates strong emotional states 

b. marker of response ; used as pre-closing device, offering its recipient 

to reinstate an earlier or unexpanded topic of talk or to open round of 

topic and shift toward already shared topic 

c. discourse connective ; links units of discourse which can be consist of 

prior discourse 

d. marker of cause and result ; contribute to the coherence of discourse 

by signaling relations between discourse units 

e. marker of temporal adverb ; indicate temporal relationships between 

units of talk  
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f. marker of information and participation ; used to relate informational 

units in the present discourse with informational units in the previous 

discourse 

In fact , the writer just found five from six categories of discourse 

markers in the three speeches. There is no “the marker of information 

management” since the marker mostly occur in conversation. 

2. Each speaker has different ways to deliver their speech. For example : Oprah 

Winfrey delivered her speech with very interactive way. Therefore, she used 

more “marker of information and participation (you know)” than other 

speakers. Meanwhile, J.K Rowling used many “discourse connective” and 

“marker of temporal adverb” in her speech to describe her experience. And 

the last, Steve Job used the discourse markers effectively. He used many 

discourse connective, but not as much as other speaker. He also used other 

type of discourse markers in his speech.Eventhough, just a few of them (e.g he 

used just one marker well in his speech). However, they have one thing in 

common, that are : they used discourse connective dominantly because they 

told many story or events in the past that.  

B. SUGGESTION  

Discourse markers are phenomenal markers that currently many linguists 

still give a big attention to that, it is really interesting linguistics device to be 

discussed since it could develop more than the current. The writer think that in the 

future it will there a new theory regarding. So the writer suggests to any 
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researcher that interested with discourse markers to do further research applying 

similar analysis on other text or discourse in order to improve the knowledge of 

discourse markers and discourse analysis. it can be a novel , song or anything 

else.  

 


